Gallery Wrap Size and Order Guide
This document is a guide to show you the fundamentals of ordering Gallery Wrap Canvas Prints.
The Gallery Wrap Canvas Prints are printed on canvas material and mounted to a frame that is
1.25” deep that the image wraps around the side on.
The Gallery Wraps are ready to be hung on the wall, with an included vertical or horizontal
hanger mounted to the solid backer board. They are available in 10”x20”, 16”x20” and 20”x20”
sizes. They must be part of a package that starts at $519. No orders that include a Gallery Wrap
should be priced under $519.00.
When submitting an image for a Gallery Wrap, you need to realize the outer 1.5 inches of the
image will be around the edge and the furthest out 1/4” will be lost around the back. You want
to make sure that a head is not going around the edge and lost in the back unless it is done on
purpose for an artistic effect.
Below is a visual guide to show you what gets “lost” on the image. The center is what you see
straight on when viewing the Gallery Wrap, the slightly darker area is what gets seen from the
sides and the darkest area is not seen at all as it is on the back of the wrap.

This is how the image above looks as a Gallery Wrap. It has a 3D effect.

When choosing an image for a Gallery Wrap, please take into consideration the areas that will
be wrapped to the edges and the small area lost in the back.

We can utilize a solid edge color as well. On some of the collages it is better to use the solid
color for the edging. We use a black or white, depending on the color of the collage.

Placing A Gallery Wrap Order:
 Select the image to be used for the Gallery Wrap
 Make sure it is the proper ratio for the print size ordered
o A full frame image enlarges to a 16”x24”. If this is sent
in to make a 16”x20” Gallery Wrap, we will crop the
ends off to give the most pleasing finished product
we can. If there is no room to crop we will contact the
Portrait Designer.
 Mark the order form for the correct size Gallery Wrap
ordered
 Do NOT include the image on your Darkroom order
 The image should be saved with the order number as the
file name. Example: 1234567-Smith-16x20.jpg
 E-mail the image for the Gallery Wrap to:
orders@our365portraits.com
 The subject of the e-mail should contain the following:
Order Number, Name, Size
o Example: 1234567-Smith-16x20
 Include any special instructions in the body of the e-mail if
required.
If you have any questions, please call Wayne at 908-217-5564.

